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This bibliography has been very long in the making. It stared as a project in 1992
and was intended to cover the years 1965 through 1989. Since then one librarian
has depared for another position and another has taken over the project. During
the final stages of this publication, the decision was made to extend the
bibliography to cover all publications by CMI researchers from 1965 through
1995.
We have tried to list all publications, but artic1es in newspapers have been
omitted. All listed publications may be borrowed from the CMI library, with the
exception of those listed as Restricted.
Bergen, 17th lune 1996
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1. Abdullah, Abu
Landlord and rich peasant under the permanent settlement /
Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1980. - 127 p. + app. - (DERAP
working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ; A169)
Paper presented at the seminar on IIEastern Region of India
- Historical Problems and SourcesIl, at Calcutta,
February 7-9, 1980.
Keywords: Land ownership; Peasants; India
2. Abdullah, Abu
Modes of production and agrarian structure : an
exploratory analysis / Chr.Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1978. - 161, 11 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045
Al14 )
Keywords: Modes of production; Agrarian structure
3. Achefer-Shebadino-study : agrarian reform and rural
development, with particular emphasis on peasants
production and participatory structure and local level
planning / Mulugeta Dejenu (report editor) ; Amare Lemma
Solomon Tekle Mariam ; Siegfried Pausewang (consultant)
Ethiopia. Ministry of Agricul ture. Planning and
Programming Department ; Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations ; Chr .Michelsens institutt. - Addis
Ababa : The Ministry , 1991. - xi, 200 s. : fig., kart,
tab.
Keywords: Agrarian reform; Rural development; Land
reform; Local planning; Peasant organizations; Peasants;
Local participation; Ethiopia
4. Adam, Yussuf
Foreign aid to Mozambique, needs and effects : a
preliminary report / Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development
Research and Action Programme . - Bergen CMI, 1990. - 27 s.
- (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ; D1990: 15)
Keywords: Development aid; Aid coordination; Mozambique
5. Ahlberg, Hans
UNDP in action : a study on UNDP field offices in selected
countries in Africa and Asia / Hans Ahlberg ; Asbj ørn
Løvbræk ; Sverige. Utrikesdepartementet. - Stockholm :
Liber, 1985. - (Ds UD, ISSN: 0346-5659 ; 1985:1). - ISBN
91-38-08875-4
DE RAP publication ; 188
Keywords: International organizations; Aid insti tutions ;
United Nations Development Programme
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6. Aid and influence : the case of Bangladesh / Just Faaland ;
Nurul Islam ; Jack R. Parkinson (eds.). - London :
Macmillan, 1981. - xii, 202 p. : tab. - ISBN 0-333-28985-4
DERAP publication ; 117.
Keywords: Development aid; Bangladesh
7. Akman, Haci
Norwegian refugees atlas : 1945 - 1990 / Chr. Michelsens
institutt. - Bergen : CMI, 1994. - 103 s. : fig., tab.
Keywords: Refugees; Atlases; History; Norway
8. Alam, Mahmudul
Secondary and higher secondary education in Bangladesh :
its growth and state expenditures : a time-series analysis
of 1981- 90 / Chr. Michelsens institutt. Avdeling for
samfunnsvitenskap og utvikling. - Bergen : CMI, 1992. - 23 s.
: tab. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ; D
1992: 10)
Keywords: Secondary education; Educational policy;
Bangladesh
9. Alam, Mohamed Mirghani Abdel
Some developmental issues of settlement schemes in the
Sudan : the case of Es-Suki / Chr .Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1982. - 13 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ;
A2 6 O )
Keywords: Agricultural development; Irrigation
development; Economic and social development; Sudan
10. Alltid fattig? : perspektiver på den tredje verdens
fattigdom / Svein Gjerdåker ; Arne Tostensen (red.)
Chr. Michelsens institutt. - Oslo : Cappelen, 1992. - 227 s.
- ISBN 82 - 02 -13333-5
Keywords: Poverty; Developing countries; Africa; India;
Latin America
11. Andersen, Kirsti Hagen
The importance of information and documentation in
development research and policy-making / Kirsti Hagen
Andersen; Cecilie A. Butenschøn. - pp.231-247
In: Poverty and aid / Jack R. Parkinson (ed.). - Oxford
Blackwell, 1983. - (256) p
Keywords: Information; Documentation; Development
research
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12. Andersen, Kirsti Hagen
Technology : literature on technology in DE RAP , s library
as at 1st April, 1978 / Kirsti Hagen Andersen ; Bendigt
Olsen ; Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and
Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1978. - 29 p. - (DERAP
publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ; 75)
Keywords: Bibliographies; Technology; Technological
change
13. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
Compliance wi th economic and social human rights :
realistic evaluations and monitoring in the light of
immediate obligations / Bård-Anders Andreassen ; Alan G.
Smith; Hugo Stokke. - s. 252-267
In: Human rights in perspective : a global assessment /
Asbj ørn Eide ; Bernt Hagtvet (eds.) ; Institutt for
menneskeret tigheter ; Chr. Michelsens institutt. - Oxford
Basil Blackwell, 1992. - xviii, 321 s. - ISBN 0-631-
17883 -x
14. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
European democracy and international migration : a human
rights approach to the analysis of the status and
treatment of migrant workers in contemporary Western
Europe / Chr.Michelsens institutt. Programmet for
menneskerettighetsstudier. - Bergen CMI, 1984. - 34 p. -
(HRP working paper, ISSN: 0800-4234 ; 5)
Keywords: Human rights; Migrant workers; Western Europe
15. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
A hobbled democracy : the Kenya general elections 1992 /
Bård-Anders Andreassen ; Gisela G. Geisler ; Arne
Tostensen ; Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development and
Human Rights Studies. - Bergen CMI, 1993. - 46 s. tab.-(CMI, Rapport, ISSN: 0803-0030 ; R 1993 :5)
Keywords: Democratization; Elections; Political systems;
Kenya
16. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
Human rights for non-citizens, migrant workers and the
trespassing of national borders : a proposal for an
analysis of human rights extensions and international
obligations / Chr. Michelsens institutt. Programmet for
menneskerettighetsstudier. - Bergen CMI, 1984. - 20 p. -
(HRP working paper, ISSN: 0800-4234 ; 3)
Keywords: Human rights; Migrant workers
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17. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
Menneskerettighetsstudier som statsvitenskapelig
forskningsfelt : foredrag holdt på stabs- og
hovedfagsseminar ved Institutt for sammenlignende
politikk, Universitetet i Bergen / Chr.Michelsens
institutt. Programmet for menneskerettighetsstudier. -
Bergen: CMI, 1983. - 10 p. - (HRP working paper, ISSN:
0800-4234 ; 1)
Keywords: Human rights; Political science; Research
proj ects
18. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
Setting a standard for Africa : lessons from the 1991
Zambian elections / Bård-Anders Andreassen ; Gisela G.
Geisler ; Arne Tostensen ; Chr. Michelsens institutt.
Avdeling for samfunnsvi tenskap og utvikling. - Bergen :
CMI, 1991. - Var. pag.
Keywords: Elections; Zambia
19. Andreassen, Bård-Anders
Setting a standard for Africa? : lessons from the 1991
Zambian elections / Bård-Anders Andreassen ; Gisela G.Geisler ; Arne Tostensen. - Bergen CMI, 1992. - 137 s.
tab. - (Rapport, ISSN: 0803-0030; R 1992:5)
Keywords: Democratization; Elections; Monitoring ; Zambia
20. Angelsen, Arild
Cost-benefit analysis, discounting , and the environmental
critique : overloading of the discount rate? - Bergen :
CMI, 1991. - 54 s. - (Rapport, ISSN: 0803-0030 ; R1991:5)
21. Angelsen, Arild
Debt and deforestation : the linkage is weak / Arild
Angelsen; Richard Culas. - s. 19-38
In: Idégruppen om nord/sør: informasjonshefte. - no 2
(1995)
22. Angelsen, Arild
The economics of shifting cultivation and smallholder
rubber production in Kec, Seberida, Riau, Sumatra. -
Jakarta : Indonesian Institute of Science, 1994
I: Proccedings of the NORINDRA seminar on rainforest and
re source management, 15-16 May 1993, Jakarta.
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23. Angelsen, Arild
From rice to rubber : the economics of shifting
cul ti vation and deforestation in Seberida, Sumatra. -
s. 127-153
In: Management of tropical forests : towards an integrated
perspective I Øyvind Sandbukt (ed.). - Oslo : University
o fOs L o , 19 9 5. - xv i i i , 3 75 s. : tab., f i g. -
(Occasional papers from SUM, ISSN: 0804-4988 ; 1/95). -
ISBN 82 - 903 91 -25 - O
24. Angelsen, Arild
Hard methods for soft policies : environmental and social
cost-benefit analysis I Arild Angelsen ; Ussif Rashid
Surnaila . - Bergen : Chr. Michelsen Institutt, 1995. - 22 s.
: tab. - (Working paper, CMI, ISSN: 0804-3639 ; 1995:1)
Keywords: Cost-benefi t analysis; Proj ect appraisal;
Environmental assessment ; Sustainable development;
Environmental economics
25. Angelsen, Arild
Individual choice under uncertainty I Chr. Michelsens
institutt. Development Studies and Human Rights. - Bergen
CMI, 1993. - 27 s. : fig. - (Working paper, CMI, ISSN:
0804-3639 ; 1993:4)
Keywords: Risk; Uncertainty; Decision making ; Economic
theory
26. Angelsen, Arild
Land reforms and land degradation in Tanzania.
alternative economic approaches I Arild Angelsen ; Odd-
Helge Fj eldstad . - Bergen : Chr. Michelsen Institutt,
1995. - iii, 38 s. : fig., tab. - (Working paper, CMI,
ISSN: 0804-3639 ; 1995:3)
Keywords: Agriculture; Soil erosion; Land tenure;
Economic models; Tanzania
27. Angelsen, Arild
Land rights and land degradation in Western Tanzania :
alternative economic approaches I Arild Angelsen ; Odd-
Helge Fjeldstad. - 1995. - 33 s. : fig.
In: CSAE/CMI workshop on land reform in Africa : March 1-3
1995 I University of Oxford. Cent re for the Study of
African Economies ; Chr. Michelsens institutt. - Oxford :
CSAE, 1995. - (14 vol.). - Vol. 6
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28. Angelsen, Arild
Project appraisal and sustainability in less developed
countries I Arild Angelsen ; Odd-Helge Fj eldstad ; Ussif
Rashid Sumaila ; Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development and
Human Rights Studies. - Bergen : Instituttet, 1994. - 136 s.
: fig., tab. - (CMI, Rapport, ISSN: 0803-0030; R 1994:1)
Keywords: Environment; Environmental assessment ;
Sustainable development; Proj ect appraisal; Development
proj ects; Cost-benefi t analysis; Direktoratet for
utviklingshjelp; World Bank; African Development Bank;
Malawi
29. Angelsen, Arild
Shifting cultivation and IIdeforestationll
Indonesia. - s. 1713-1729 : fig., kart
a study from
In: World development : the multi-disciplinary
international journal devot ed to the study and promotion
of world development. - Vol. 23, no 10 (1995)
Keywords: Indonesia
30. Angelsen, Arild
Shifting cultivation and "deforestationll : a study from
Sumatra, Indonesia I Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development
Studies and Human Rights. - Bergen: CMI, 1994. - 28 s.
tab. - (Working paper, CMI, ISSN: 0804-3639 ; WP 1994:1)
Keywords: Shifting cultivation; Agriculture;
Deforestation; Indonesia; Sumatra, Indonesia
31. Angelsen, Arild
Shifting cultivation expansion and intensity of production
the open economy case I Chr.Michelsens institutt.
Development Studies and Human Rights. - Bergen : CMI,
1994. - 52 s. : fig. - (Working paper, CMI, ISSN: 0804-
363 9 ; WP 1994: 3 )
Keywords: Agriculture; Deforestation; Economic models;
Shifting cultivation; Resource economics
32. Angelsen, Arild
The World Bank' s world view : survival of the optimists? I
Arild Angelsen ; Odd-Helge Fj eldstad . - p. 11
In: Development today : Nordic outlook on development
assistance, business and environment. - no 3 (1993)
Keywords: World Bank
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33. Annual review TAN070/Shinyanga Soil Conservation and
Afforestation Programme : (SHISCAP) : report commissioned
by NORAD I Alf Morten Jerve (et al.) ; Direktoratet for
utviklingshj elp ; Chr .Michelsens institutt. - Bergen :
CM I, 19 92. - 77 s.
Keywords: Soil conservation; Afforestation; Tanzania
34. Anonsen, Carl
Administrasj on av utviklingshj elp og norsk bistand til
Botswana. - 32 p.
In: Forum for utviklingsstudier. - no 10 (1974)
DERAP publication ; 55
Keywords: Management; Aid insti tutions ; Botswana; Norway
- aid institutions
35. Anonsen, Carl
Den nye økonomiske verdens orden og virkningene på norsk
næringsliv I Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development
Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1976. - 19 p.
- (DERAP paper ; 72)
Basert på foredrag holdt for programmedarbeidere i NRK
fredag 23.1.1976
Keywords: New international economic order; Norway
36. Anonsen, Carl
Den politiske og administrative ledelse av Norges
bistandsvirksomhet. - pp.420-431
In: Internasjonal politikk. - no 4 (1968)
DERAP publication ; 22
Keywords: Management; Aid institutions; Norway - aidinstitutions
37. Anonsen, Carl
Industrialization as basic strategy for development and
its consequences for Norway I Chr. Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1976. - 9 p. - (DERAP paper ; 71)
Introduction to discussion at UNCTAD encounter,
Voksenåsen, Oslo, 31st March 1976.
Keywords: Industrialization; Development strategy;
Norway
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38. Anonsen, Carl
Is planning in developing countries worth the price?
pp.114-124
In: Poverty and aid I Jack R. Parkinson (ed.). - Oxford
Blackwell, 1983. - (256) p
Keywords: Development planning
39. Anonsen, Carl
Ressurser, økonomi og de lokale muligheter : en strategi
for angrep på årsakene mer enn symptomene og for å
analysere problemene spesifikt og ikke generelt. - pp. 24-
28
In: Byggeteknikk og byggematerialer i u-land (1987 :
Sundvolden)
Rapport fra seminar i anledning FN' s internasj onale
bolignødsår, Sundvolden sept. 1987 I FN-sambandet i
Norge ¡ Kommunal- og arbeidsdepartementet. - Oslo : FN-
sambandet, 1987. - 105 s.
Keywords: Development potential ¡ Economic resources
40. Applications of computerized information systems for small
specialized libraries : seminar, Bergen, Norway, May 30 -
June 1, 1985 I Chr.Michelsens institutt. Development
Research and Action Programme. - Bergen: CMI, 1985. - 238 p.
: fig. - (DERAP publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ¡ 192)
Organised by: European Association of Development Research
and Training Institutes (EADI). Working Group on
Information and Documentation
Keywords: Library automation¡ Data bases ¡ Computer
programrnes
41. Arnesen, Arne
Perspektiver på norsk utviklingshjelp i 1980-årene ¡ Når
bistanden frem? : foredrag på Chr. Michelsens Institutts
årsmøte 15. mars 1982 ¡ foredrag for NORADs styre i
september 1981 I Arne Arnesen ¡ Just Faaland ¡
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programrne. - Bergen: CMI, 1982. - 37 p. - (DERAP
publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ¡ 139)
Keywords: Development aid¡ Norway - aid policy
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42. Ask, Karin
Crossing borders : gender dimensions of the Afghan refugee
situation. - 1993. - 22 s.
In: EADI General Conference (7 : 15-18 September 1993
Berlin)
Transformation and development : Eastern Europe and the
South 1 European Association of Development Research and
Training Institutes. - Berlin : EADI/Technische
Universität Berlin, 1993. - Vol. Workshop 20:
Refugees/8 :
Keywords: Refugees; Gender ; Afghanistan
43. Ask, Karin
Evaluation of the ASAR and NASA programs : report to the
Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) , Oslo 1 Karin Ask ; Are
Knudsen ; Chr. Michelsens institutt. Avdeling for
samfunnsvitenskap og utvikling. - Bergen : CMI, 1993. - 78 s.
: tab.
Keywords: Refugees; Rehabilitation; Aid evaluation;
Repatriation; Afghanistan
44. Ask, Karin
Ishq aur Mohabbat : ideas about love and friendship in a
Northern Pakistani community. - s. 207-223
In: Carved flesh 1 cast sel ves : gendered symbols and
social practices 1 Vigdis Broch-Due ; Ingrid Rudie ;
Tone Bleie (eds.). - Oxford : Berg, 1993. - xiii, 297




Socio-economic effects of training programs for refugees :
an evaluation of Norwegian Refugee Council' s and Norwegian
Church Aid' sincome generating progams in Pakistan and
Afghanistan 1 Karin Ask ; Are Knudsen ; Astri Suhrke. -
1 9 9 3. - 5 9 s. : tab.
In: Det norske flyktningeråd
Report. - Oslo : Flyktningerådet . - Vol. 1993/4
A study prepared by Chr. Michelsens Institute for the
Norwegian Refugee Council.
Keywords: Refugees; Training programmes; Evaluation;
Pakistan; Afghanistan
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46. Ask, Karin
Veiled experiences : exploring female practices of
seclusion. - s. 65-77
In: Social experience and anthropological knowledge 1
Kirsten Hastrup ¡ Peter Hervik (ed.). - London
Routledge, 1994. - 249 s. - ISBN 0-415-10658-3
Keywords: Women
47. Askvik, Steinar
Bangladesh. - s. 91-126
In: Human rights in developing countries yearbook 1995 1
Peter R. Baehr (et al., eds.). - The Hague ¡ Oslo :
Kluwer Law International ¡ Nordic Human Rights
Publications, 1995. - xi, 416 s. - ISBN 90-411-0127-6
48. Askvik, Steinar
De profesj onelle hj elperne : fire ansatser til en empirisk
analyse av norske konsulenter i ledelse og organisasj on. -
Oslo: Bedriftsøkonomiens forlag, 1992. - s. 176-191
I: Ledelse kan læres 1 T. Strand (red.)
49. Askvik, Steinar
Forskning om offentlig forvaltning i utviklingsland :
skisse til et nytt forskningsprogram : rapport til NO RAS 1
Steinar Askvik ¡ Alf Morten Jerve ¡ Chr. Michelsens
institutt. Avdeling for samfunnsvitenskap og utvikling. -
Bergen : CMI, 1991. - 24 s.
50. Askvik, Steinar
Institution-building and planned organisational change in
development assistance. - s. 149-165
In: Forum for utviklingsstudier. - no 2 (1993)
51. Askvik, Steinar
Organisasjoner, konsulentbruk og læring 1 Universitetet i
Bergen. Institutt for offentlig administrasjon og
organisasjonskunnskap ¡ Chr .Michelsens institutt. - Bergen
Instituttene, 1995. - 401 s.
Keywords: Consultants ¡ Management consultants ¡ Theses ¡
Organization theory
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52. Authoritarianism, democracy, and adjustment : the politics
of economic reform in Africa 1 Peter Gibbon ; Yusuf
Bangura ; Arve Ofstad (eds.) Nordiska Afrikainstitutet. -
Uppsala: NAI, 1992. - 236 s. : tab. - (Seminar
proceedings ; 26). - ISBN 91-7106-323-4
Keywords: Democracy; Economic policy; Economic reform;
Poli tical participation; Conference papers; Structural
adjustment; Authoritarianism; Africa
53. Baehr, Peter R.
Responses to human rights criticism : Kenya - Norway and
Indonesia - the Netherlands 1 Peter R. Baehr ; Hilde Beate
Selbervik ; Arne Tostensen. - s. 57-87
In: Human rights in developing countries yearbook 1995 1
Peter R. Baehr (et al., eds.). - The Hague ; Oslo :
Kluwer Law International ; Nordic Human Rights
Publications, 1995. - xi, 416 s. - ISBN 90-411-0127-6
54. Bangladesh : country study and Norwegian aid review 1 Ole
David Koht Norbye (team leader) ; Chr .Michelsens
institutt. Development Research and Action Programme
(publ. ). - Bergen : CMI, 1986. - xxxiii, 353 p. - (DERAP
publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ; 219). - ISBN 82-90584-08-3
See also Norwegian version : Bangladesh : landstudie og
vurdering av norsk utviklingshj elp.
Keywords: Economic conditions; Social conditions;
Population; Development aid; Country studies; Aid
policy; Bangladesh; Norway - development aid
55. Bangladesh : en essaysamling 1 Alf Morten Jerve ; Eirik G.
Jansen ; Ole David Koht Norbye (medforf.) ; Direktoratet
for utviklingshjelp. - Oslo: NORAD, 1989. - 50 p.
Includes articles by: Alf Morten Jerve, Eirik G. Jansen og
Ole David Koht Norbye
Keywords: Development aid; Jute; Bangladesh
56. Bangladesh : landstudie og vurdering av norsk
utviklingshj elp 1 Ole David Koht Norbye (prosj. leder)
Chr.Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme. - Bergen: CMI, 1986. - xxxvii, 241 p. - (DERAP
publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ; 220). - ISBN 82-90584-07-5
See also English version : Bangladesh
Norwegian aid review.
Keywords: Economic conditions;
conditions ; Development aid;
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57. Bangladesh agricultural sector review main report :
Bangladesh agriculture : policies and performance 1 Just
Faaland (review director) ¡ United Nations Development
Programme (spons.). - Dhaka : s.n., 1989. - ix, 123 s.
Keywords: Agricultural policy ¡ Agricultural development ¡
Bangladesh
58. Bangladesh faces the future 1 Ole David Koht Norbye (ed.)
Chr .Michelsens institutt ¡ Bangladesh Institute of
Development Studies. - Dhaka : University Press, 1990. -
3 04 s. : tab.
Biblioteket har også IIResearch Seminar on Bangladeshll som
er seminaret hvor artiklene i denne boken blepresentert.
Keywords: Conference papers ¡ Bangladesh
59. Baral, Lok Raj
Nepal : problems of a new democracy 1 Chr. Michelsens
institutt. Avdeling for samfunnsvitenskap og utvikling. -
Bergen: CMI-ASU, 1993. - 28 s.
Keywords: Democracy ¡ Nepal
6 O. Baral, Lok Raj
The return of party politics in Nepal. - s. 121-133
In: Journal of democracy. - Vol. 5, no 1 (1994)
Keywords: Political parties ¡ Nepal
61. Bare borgerlig ideologi? : om Nicaragua,
menneskerettighetene og norsk venstreside : en debatt i Ny
tid vinteren 1986-87 1 Per Thorsdalen ¡ Bernt Hagtvet ¡
Truls Wyller ¡ Tore Lindholm ¡ Chr.Michelsens institutt.
Programmet for menneskerettighetsstudier. - Bergen : CMI,
1987. - 37 p. - (HRP working paper, ISSN: 0800-4234 ¡ 9)
Keywords: Human rights ¡ Poli tical ideologies ¡ Nicaragua ¡
Norway
62. Barkat-e-Khuda
Family planning in Bangladesh 1 Chr .Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1981. - 35 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡
A23 1 )
Keywords: Family planning ¡ Bangladesh
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63. Barkat-e-Khuda
Ideals and realities in participatory institutions in
rural Bangladesh : the case of the Gram Sarkar I
Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1981. - (DERAP publication,
ISSN: 0800-2053 ¡ 123)
Keywords: Institutional framework¡ Rural areas ¡ Social
participation¡ Bangladesh
64. Barkat-e-Khuda
Nuptiality in rural Bangladesh I Chr.Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,




Time allocation among people in rural Bangladesh I
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1980. - 57 p. - (DERAP
publication, ISSN: 080 O - 2 053 ¡ 101)
Keywords: Rural development ¡ Time studies ¡ Bangladesh
66. Barkat-e-Khuda
Unemployment and underemployment in rural Bangladesh :
levels and differentials I Chr. Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen CMI,
1980. - 42 p. - (DERAP publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ¡ 100)
Keywords: Rural development ¡ Employment ¡ Bangladesh
67. Begum, Sharifa
The defectiveness of the 1974 population census of
Bangladesh I Sharifa Begum ¡ Armindo Miranda. - pp. 79-106
In: Bangladesh development studies. - Vol. 7, no 3 (1979)
DE RAP publication ; 119
Keywords: Population¡ Population censuses ¡ Bangladesh
68. Berven, Svein
A computerized system for updating of input/output
tables I Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research
and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1979. - 55 p. -
(DERAP publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ¡ 88)
Keywords: Input -output tables ¡ Computer programmes
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69. Berven, Svein
A program for the computing of technical - and full
input coefficients of input/output tables / Chr .Michelsens
institutt. Development Research and Action Programme . -
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Emerging trends in political economy and international
relations theory : Konferenzberichte, Oslo, 17. August
1993. - (S. l.) : Nord-Süd Aktuell, 1993. - (Nord-Süd
Aktuell ¡ 4. Quartal)
792. Pausewang , Siegfried
Entwicklung der Agrarverhältnisse und Agrarpolitik in
Norwegen. - pp. 253 -269
In: Leviathan : Zeitschrift für Sozialwissenschaft. -
Spring (1979)
DERAP publication ¡ 86
Keywords: Agricultural policy¡ Norway
793. Pausewang , Siegfried
En evaluering av det tyske fredskorpset i Etiopia. -
pp . 6 - 16
In: FK-nytt. - no 2 (1980)
DE RAP publication 105. - See also: DERAP working paper
A177.
Keywords: Evaluation¡ Voluntary services¡ Ethiopia
794. Pausewang , Siegfried
Food security through a safety net
s. 157-167
or a right to work? -
In: International Conference of Ethiopian Studies (12 :
1994 : Michigan State University)
Papers of the 12th International Conference of Ethiopian
Studies : Michigan State University 5-10 September 1994
New trends in Ethiopian studies 1 Harold G. Marcus ¡
Grover Hudson (eds.) ¡ Michigan State University. -
Lawrenceville, N.J. : Red Sea press, 1994. - 2 vols.
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795. Pausewang , Siegfried
Für die Bauern in der dritten Welt : welche neue
Weltordnung? - (S. l.) : Akademie Verlag, 1991. - s. 1516-
1530
Sonderdruck aus. Soziologen-Tag Leipzig 1991 : soziologie
in Deutschland und die Transformation großer
gesellschaftlicher systeme.
Keywords: Developing countries ¡ Farmers
796. Pausewang , Siegfried
Hvorfor er de så fattige? 1 Chr. Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1979. - 15 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045
A16 O )
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797. Pausewang , Siegfried
Jordreformen i Etiopia 1 Norsk utenrikspolitisk institutt. -
Oslo : NUPI, 1977. - 32 s. - (Norsk Utenrikspolitisk
Institutt. Forum for utviklingsstudier ¡ 2)
Keywords: Land reform¡ Ethiopia
798. Pausewang , Siegfried
Kleinbauern und landwirtschaftspolitik in Norwegen 1
Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1978. - 5 p. - (DERAP working
paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A140)
In: Blauernblatt : eine Zeitung von Bauern für Bauern. -
no. 8, ( 1978 )
Keywords: Agricultural policy ¡ Norway
799. Pausewang , Siegfried
Land, market, and rural society (rural Ethiopia 1840-
1976). - pp. 7 O 1 - 712
In: International Conference of Ethiopian Studies (5)
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference of
Ethiopian Studies
DE RAP publication ¡ 106
Keywords: Rural development; Ethiopia
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Landsbygda. - s. 215-229
In: Afrika : natur, samfunn og bistand 1 Nils Chr.
Stenseth ¡ Kj etil Paulsen ¡ Rolf Karlsen (red.)
Prosjekt Alternativ Framtid. - Oslo : Ad notam
Gyldendal, 1995. - 664 s. : fig., tab., kart. - ISBN 82-
417-0448-8
801. Pausewang , Siegfried
Local democracy and central control. - s. 209-230
In: Ethiopia in change : peasantry, nationalism and
democracy 1 Abebe Zegeye ¡ Siegfried Pausewang (eds.). -
London ¡ New York : British Academic press, 1994. -
xiii, 333 s. - ISBN 1-85043-644-4
802. Pausewang , Siegfried
Local democracy and central control : paper presented at
the Conference on Post Revolutionary Ethiopian Society 1
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1988. - 23 p. - (DERAP working
paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A382)
Keywords: Rural development ¡ Democracy ¡ Local
government ¡ Ethiopia
803. Pausewang , Siegfried
IIMeret le Arrashu" land tenure and access to land a
socio-historical overview. - s. 38-47
In: Ethiopia : options for rural development 1 Siegfried
Pausewang (et al., eds.). - London : Zed Books, 1990. -
256 s. - ISBN 0-86232-958-2
804. Pausewang , Siegfried
A new international economic order for the peasant in
the third world? - pp.97-115
In: Sociologica ruralis. - Vol. 20, 1/2 (1980)
DERAP publication ; 107 Also available in Spanish.
Keywords: New international economic order ¡ Peasants
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805. Pausewang , Siegfried
New rural institutions built on tradition?
peasants need a democratic reconstruction.
Gorcum, 1991? - s. 184 - 198
Ethiopian
- Assen : Van
Offprint from SOCIOLOGIA RURALIS, 1991. vol. XXXI no 2/3
Keywords: Peasants ¡ Ethiopia
806. Pausewang , Siegfried
A new world order for the peasant in the Third World? -Penn State: (s.n.), 1992. - 23 s.
807. Pausewang , Siegfried
A new world order for third world peasants? - s. 153-
165
In: Africa wi thin the world : beyond dispossession and
dependence 1 Adebayo Adedeji (ed.) ¡ African Cent re for
Development and Strategic Studies. - London ¡ New Jersey
Zed Books i 1993. - xvi, 234 s. - ISBN 1-85649-249-4
808. Pausewang , SiegfriedParticipation in social research in rural Ethiopia. -
pp . 2 5 3 - 2 76
In: Journal of modern African studies : a quarterly survey
of poli tics, economics and related topics in
contemporary Africa. - Vol. 26, no 2 (1988)
DERAP publication ¡ 242. Særtrykk i artikkelarkiv . 2 eks.
Keywords: Social participation¡ Social research¡ Rural
areas ¡ Ethiopia
809. Pausewang , Siegfried
The peasant perspective. - s. 213-226
In: Ethiopia : options for rural development 1 Siegfried
Pausewang (et al., eds.). - London : Zed Books, 1990. -
256 s. - ISBN 0-86232-958-2
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Peasant self -determination and the state : on rural
conditions for democracy in Ethiopia. - s. 523-540
In: International Conference of Ethiopian Studies (11
1991 : Addis Ababa)
Proceedings of the Eleventh International Conference of
Ethiopian Studies : Addis Ababa, April 1-6 1991 1 Bahru
Zewde ¡ Richard Pankhurst ¡ Taddese Beyene (eds.) ¡
Addis Ababa Uni versi ty. Institute of Ethiopian Studies. -
Addis Ababa : The Institute, 1994. - 2 vols.
811. Pausewang , Siegfried
Peasants, land, and society : a social history of land
reform in Ethiopia 1 Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung.
Abteilung Entwicklungsländer (publ.). - München :
Wel tforum Verlag, 1983. - i v, 237 p. : ill. - ISBN
3803902754
DE RAP publication ¡ 169
Keywords: Land reform; History ¡ Peasantry ¡ Social
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812. Pausewang , Siegfried
Peasants, organizations, markets
land reform. - vol.2, pp.81-92
ten years after the
In: International Conference of Ethiopian Studies (9
1986 : Moscow)
Proceedings of the Ninth International Congress of
Ethiopian Studies : Moscow, 26 - 29 August 1986 1 USSR
Academy of Sciences. Africa Institute. - Moscow : Nauka
Publishers. Central Department of Oriental Literature,1988. - 6 b.
DERAP publication ¡ 238
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813. Pausewang , Siegfried
Prepared for returning? : an evaluation of Norwegian
Refugee Council' s vocational training programrnes for
refugees in Malawi 1 Siegfried Pausewang ¡ Elin Attramadal
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In: Det norske flyktningeråd
Report. - Oslo : Flyktningerådet . - Vol. 1993: 5
Keywords: Vocational training ¡ Training programrnes ¡
Refugees ¡ Malawi
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Industrie-gesellschaft : das beispiel des Kibbutz 1
Siegfried Pausewang ¡ V. K. Bartölke ¡ T. Bergmann ¡ L.
Liegle. - pp.11-20
In: Archi v für öffentliche und freigemeinnützige
Unternehmen. - Vol. 11 (1979)
DERAP publication ¡ 109
Keywords: Cooperati ves ¡ Industrial society ¡ Israel
815. Pausewang , Siegfried
Re-ruralisation : is it feasible - desirable - avoidable? 1
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1980. - 19 p. - (DERAP working
paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A178)
Discussion paper prepared for the 5th World Congress for
Rural Sociology, Mexico, August 7-12, 1980.
Keywords: Rural development
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Rural conditions for democracy in Ethiopia : peasant self-
determination and the state 1 Chr .Michelsens institutt.
Avdeling for samfunnsvitenskap og utvikling. - Bergen :
CMI, 1991. - 18 s. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045
D1991:5)
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Social environment in the aid recei ving society. - 15 p.
In: Development Aid Its Context and Effectiveness (1988
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North-South - one future, a common task : European
public campaign on North-South interdependency and
solidarity : first roundtable discussion at Bergen,
Feb., 8 - 10, 1988 : papers and contributions 1
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Avdeling for samfunnsvitenskap
og utvikling (organisers). - Bergen: s.n., 1988. - 5
h. - Vol. 4
Keywords: Development aid; Social change
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Socializing the market : or selling socialism on the
market? - Moskva: (s.n.), 1990. - s. 127-130
Trykket i :Nasj Sovremjennik
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Survey problems in developing countries wi th special
reference to attitude and opinion surveys : is
professional optimism justified? - pp. 304-310
In: Introduction to social research : text prepared for
students at the University of Dar es Salaam 1 Valdo Pons
(ed.) ¡ University of Dar es Salaam. Department of
Sociology ; University of Hull. Department of Sociology
and Social Anthropology, 1988
DE RAP publication ¡ 240
Keywords: Attitudes¡ Sociology¡ Anthropology¡ Social
surveys
820. Pausewang , Siegfried
Survey type interviewing in a developing country : a
discussion based on experience in Ethiopia. - pp. 143 -158
In: Introduction to social research : text prepared for
students at the University of Dar es Salaam 1 Valdo Pons
(ed.) ¡ University of Dar es Salaam. Department of
Sociology ¡ University of Hull. Department of Sociology
and Social Anthropology, 1988
DE RAP publication ¡ 239
Keywords: Interviews; Social research¡ Ethiopia
821. Pausewang , Siegfried
The 1994 election and democracy in Ethiopia 1 Institutt
for menneskerettigheter. - rev. utg. - Oslo : Insituttet,
1994. - vi, 82 s. : fig., map., tab. - (Human Rights
report, ISSN: 0804-0672 ; 4, nov 1994)
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movements ¡ Ethiopia
822. Pausewang , Siegfried
Third world information 1 Chr. Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1978. - 9 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡
A135)
Keywords: Information
823. Pausewang , Siegfried
To argumenter mot medlemskap i EF. - s. 18 -21
In: Europinion : tidsskrift for Europadebatt . - Vol. 13,
no 4 ( 19 9 O )
Keywords: European Economic Community
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824. Pausewang , Siegfried
Das tägliche Brot selbs anbauen : die Selbsversorgung
bleibt wei terhin der Grundpfeiler der Landwirtschaft. -
Duisburg : Kindernothilfe, 1993? - s. 19-23. - (Äthiopien
eine Länderinformation der Kindernothilfe)
Hele heftet i Artikkel file.
Keywords: Development aid¡ Ethiopia
825. Pausewang , Siegfried
A UN convention to ward off Coups d' Etat? - London
Sage, 1992. - s .67-70
Bulletin of Peace Proposals, vol. 23, no. 1, 1992.
Keywords: Conventions
826. Pausewang , Siegfried
Die Verantwortung muß im Dorf bleiben. - s. 97-108
In: Hunger : ein Report 1 Deutschen Welthungerhilfe. -
Bonn : Dietz, 1993. - 254 s. : fig., tab. - (Dietz
Taschen Buch ¡ 48). - ISBN 3-8012-3048-1
Særtrykk i artikkelarkivet . 2 eks.
827. Pausewang , Siegfried
Volunteer work in Zambia : a collection of articles and
reports from 1981 to 1984 1 Chr.Michelsens institutt.
Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1986. - 59 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045
A3 61 )
Keywords: Voluntary services ¡ Technical assistance ¡
Zambia
828. Pausewang , Siegfried
Wer sind die Bauern?
276
landwirtschaft in Zambia. - pp.262-
In: Internationales Afrikaforum. - no 3 (1988)
DERAP publication ¡ 237
Keywords: Forestry ¡ Natural resources ¡ Environment ¡
Zambia
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Who is the peasant?
Zambia
experience with rural development in
In: EADI General Conference (5 : 1987 : Amsterdam)
Managing the world economy or reshaping world society
towards a definition of Europe' s choices : (papers) 1
European Association of Development Research and
Training Institutes. - Amsterdam : EADI, 1987. - Vol.
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830. Pausewang , Siegfried
Wirtschaftspolitik und Agrarpolitik Äthiopiens im Blick
auf die Entwicklung des landlichen Raumes und die
Auswirkungen der sozial- und bevölkerungspolitischen
Massnahmen auf die Entwicklungsperspektiven. - s.65-78
In: Entwicklungsperspektiven am Horn von Afrika 1 Wolfgang
Heinrich (red.). - Hamburg : Verlag Dienste in bersee,
1991. - 158 s. : fig., kart, tab. - (Texte zum
Kirchlichen Entwicklungsdienst ¡ 49). - ISBN 3-921314-26-
Finnes også i artikkel arkivet: Pausewang , Siegfried.
831. Pausewang , Siegfried
Äthiopien : die Wahlen zur verfassungsbegenden
Nationalversammlung : eine verlorene Chance. - (S. l. s.
n.), 1994. - s. 1-3
I: AGKED : Informationen zum Horn von Afrika, vol. 4,
August, 1994.
832. Pausewang , Siegfried
Økologi og etikk: sett sørfra. - s. 154-164
In: Den uoverstigelige grense : tanke og handling i
milj økampen 1 Svein Gj erdåker ¡ Lars Gule ¡ Bernt
Hagtvet (red.) ¡ Chr.Michelsens institutt. - Oslo
Cappelen, 1991. - 253 s. - ISBN 82-02-12925-7
Særtrykk i artikkelarkiv. 2 eks.
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Development Research and Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI,
1982. - 32 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡
A2 8 5 )
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834. Pereira, Nuno Alvares
Politikk og gerilja i Angola. - pp.196-205
In: Syn og segn. - Vol. 75, no 4 (1969)
DERAP publication ¡ 28
Keywords: Politics ¡ Angola
835. Policy issues for Indo-Norwegian development cooperation
on social structures, economic growth and poverty,
voluntary movements, commodity aid, fertilisers and
fisheries 1 Arve Ofstad (ed.) ¡ Departementet for
utviklingshj elp. - Oslo : DUH, 1988. - 119 p. - ISBN 82-
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Support ing volume to: India : development and aid 1 Stein
Hansen et al.
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836. Politikk mellom økonomi og kultur : Stein Rokkan som
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Stein Rokkan
837. Politivold, forskning og rettsikkerhet : et menneskerettslig
søkelys på politivoldskomplekset i Bergen 1 Lars Gule ¡
Preben Falck (red.) ¡ Chr.Michelsens institutt. - (Bergen)
Ariadne, 1991. - 334 s. - ISBN 82-90477-19-8
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Faaland (ed.). - Oxford: Blackwell, 1982. - viii, 264 p. -
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Nobel Symposium on Population Growth and World Development
A Fifty Year Perspective (1981 : Noresund)
DE RAP publication ¡ 145. - Also in Arabic: Al-sukaanu wa
al iqtisaadu...
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papers
839. Poverty and aid 1 Jack R. Parkinson (ed.). - Oxford
Blackwell, 1983. - (256) p
DERAP publication ¡ 170
Keywords: Developing countries ¡ Poverty ¡ Development aid
840. The problem of growth in less developed countries and its
significance for OECD policy 1 Just Faaland (ed.). - Paris
OECD, 1964. - 456 p. - (DERAP paper ¡ 3)
Re-issued Bergen, 1967.
Keywords: Economic growth¡ Economic policy ¡ Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development
841. Problems, of Savannah development : the Sudan case 1 Gunnar
Håland (ed.) ¡ Universitetet i Bergen. Sosialantropologisk
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studies in social anthropology ¡ 19) (African savannah
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DERAP publication ; 116
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842. Quasem, Md. Abul
Financial return of irrigation equipment to owners and
users : the case of shallow tube wells in Bangladesh, 1981-
85 1 Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and
Action Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1987. - 87 p. - (DERAP
working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A373)
Keywords: Irrigation equipment ¡ Wells ¡ Investment
returns ¡ Rice ¡ Water supply ¡ Bangladesh
843. Rahman, Atiur
The state and the peasantry : the Bangladesh case 1
Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1983. - 50 p. : fig., tab. -
(DERAP working paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A304)
Keywords: Peasantry ¡ State intervention ¡ Bangladesh
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Do interest groups matter in economic policy-making? :
reflections from a Zambian case-study. - 1994. - 29 s.
In: Democratisation in developing countries : social,
economic and political consequences 1 Chr .Michelsens
institutt. - Bergen : CMI, 1994. - Vol. 11
Keywords: Interest groups ¡ Economic policy ¡ Zambia
845. Rakner, Lise
Do interest groups matter in economic policy-making? :
reflections from a Zambian case study 1 Chr. Michelsens
institutt. Development Studies and Human Rights. - Bergen
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WP 1994: 4)
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846. Rakner, Lise
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(Tidens tegn ¡ 5/1993)
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847. Rakner, Lise
Is rational choice institutionalism useful for develoment
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In: Forum for utviklingsstudier. - no 1 (1995)
848. Rakner, Lise
Political transition and economic reform : the role of
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In: Forum for utviklingsstudier. - no 2 (1993)
Keywords: Economic reform¡ Zambia
849. Rakner, Lise
Political transition and economic reform : the role of
labour in Zambian national politics. - 1993. - 20 s.
In: Social movements in the Third World : economy,
politics and culture 1 Lunds universitet. Department of
Sociology. - Lund : The Department , 1993. - Vol. 13
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Trade unions in processes of democratisation : a study of
labour - party relations in Zambia 1 Universitetet i
Bergen. Institutt for sammenlignende politikk. - (Bergen :
CMI) , 1992. - x, 2 O 1 s. : fig., tab.
Keywords: Trade unions ¡ Democratization¡ Theses ¡ Zambia
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Trade unions in processes of democratisation : a study of
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Rapport, ISSN: 0803-0030 ¡ R 1992:6)
2 eks. på Rapport serien.
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852; Rakner, Lise
Zambia og 1990-årenes doble reformagenda. - s. 55-62
In: Fellesrådets Afrika årbok '95 : tema: demokrati iAfrika 1 Patrik Ekløf (ed.) ¡ Fellesrådet for det
Sørlige Afrika. - Oslo : Gazette Bok, 1995. - 261 s.
tab. - ISBN 82-91149-01-1
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Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme. - Revised edition. - Bergen: CMI, 1975. - 135 p.
- (DERAP publication, ISSN: 0800-2053 ¡ 61)
Keywords: Population¡ Conference reports
854. Rastad, Svein-Erik
The development of higher education in East Africa from
1938 to 1954 : (chapter II of a paper on manpower planning
and university development in Kenya) 1 Chr.Michelsens
institutt. Development Research and Action Programme . -
Bergen: CMI, 1971. - 40 p. - (DERAP working paper, ISSN:
O 8 O O - 2 04 5 ; A2 O )
Keywords: Higher education ¡ East Africa
855. Rastad, Svein-Erik
Effektiv utviklingshjelp : for giver eller mottaker? 1
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1970. - 5 p. - (DERAP working
paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ All)
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Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1970. - 7 p. - (DERAP working
paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A8)
Keywords: Educational policy
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Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1971. - 10 p. - (DERAP working
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Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
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brief overview 1 Chr. Michelsens institutt. Development
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860. Rastad, Svein-Erik
"Nation-building", self-reliance, and foreign aid 1
Chr .Michelsens institutt. Development Research and Action
Programme . - Bergen : CMI, 1970. - 21 p. - (DERAP working
paper, ISSN: 0800-2045 ¡ A5)
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Fiscal policy ¡ see also
Taxa tion
Fishermen¡ see also Fishery
Fishery development ¡ see
also Fishery, Fishery
management, Fishery policy
Fishery management ¡ see also
Fishery, Fishery development
Fishery policy ¡ see also
Fishery, Fishery development
Fishery resources ¡ see also
Fishery
Fishery ¡ see also Fishermen,
Fishery devel opmen t , Fishery
management, Fishery policy,
Fishery resources, Fishing
Fishing boats ¡ see Fishing
vessels
Fishing fleet ¡ see Fishing
vessels
Fishing vessels ¡ see also
Fi shing
Fishing; see also Fishery,
Fishing vessels
Flood control ¡ see also
Dams, Floods
Floods ; see also Flood
con trol
Food aid
Food policy; see also Social
pol i cy
Food production
Food securi ty ¡ see also Food
supply
Food shortage
Food supply; see also Food
securi ty
Forced labour


























































































Forestry ¡ see also Forests
Forests ¡ see also Forestry
Free trade zones
Freshwater








Government policy ¡ see also
Government, Policy making,
Urban policy
Government spending policy ¡
see Public expendi tures





Handbooks ; see Manuals
Handicrafts
Health conditions
Heal th economics ¡ see also
Welfare economics
Heal th policy ¡ see also
Heal th servi ces
Heal th sector
Health services ¡ see also
Heal th policy, Medical care
Higher education
History





Housing ¡ see also Human
settlements
Human resources ¡ see also



































































































Human settlements; see also
Housing
Hydroelectric power ¡ see
also Dams
Ideologies ¡ see also
Phi L osophy
IDM ¡ see Ins ti tu te of
Development Management
IFAD¡ see International Fund
for Agricul tural Development






al so Income, Incomes pol i cy,
Poverty
Income ¡ see also Income
distribution, Incomes policy
Incomes policy ¡ see also






Industrial development ¡ see
also Industrial policy,
Indus try
Industrial enterprises ¡ see
al so Indus try
Industrial growth¡ see
Industrial development
Industrial planning ¡ see
al so Indus try
Industrial policy ¡ see also
Industrial devel opmen t ,
Indus try
Industrial proj ects ¡ see


































































































































Information networks ¡ see
also Communica tion,
Information








Inland wa ter transport
Inland water transport
Innovations
Input -output analysis ¡ see
also Economic structure,
Production functions











Insti tutional framework; see
also Government, Insti tution
building, Public
admini s tra ti on
Interest groupsInternational affairs ¡ see






















































































see al so Indus trial
coopera ti on, In terna ti onal
organiza tionsInternational di vision of
labour ¡ see also Economic
theory, Internationalization
International economic
relations ¡ see also
In terna tional economy, New
in terna ti onal economi c order
International economy ¡ see



















coopera tion, Mul tila teral
aid
International poli tics ¡ see
also International relations
International relations ¡ see
also International law,
International politics,
In terna tionaliza tion
International trade policy ¡
see Trade policy
International trade ¡ see



























































































e c onomy , In terna ti onal
rela tions
Interregional cooperation
Interviews ¡ see also Surveys
Investment analysis
Investment proj ects ¡ see
also Investments
Investment returns ¡ see also
Investments
Investments ¡ see also
Investment projects,
Investment returns
Irrigation development ¡ see
also Irrigation





Islam; see also Muslims
Jews ¡ see also Antisemi tism
Job creation¡ see Employment
crea ti on
Journals ¡ see Periodicals
Judicial system








Labour market ¡ see also
Empl oymen t, Labour
Labour migration¡ see also
Labour, Mi gran t workers
Labour productivity¡ see
also Labour
Labour unions ¡ see Trade
uni ons
Labour ¡ see also Labour
market, Labour migration,
Labour producti vi ty


















































Land reform¡ see also Land
tenure
Land tenure ¡ see also Land
reform
Land use
Law ¡ see also Judicial
system, Legal aspects, Legal
protection, Legislation
Least developed countries ¡
see also Underdevelopment
Legal aspects ¡ see also Law,
Legisla tion
Legal institutions
Legal protection¡ see also
Law
Legislation¡ see also Law,
Legal aspec ts
Library automation; see also
Compu ters






Local government ¡ see also
Local planning, Urban policy
Local participation











Management development ¡ see




Management training ¡ see
Management development
Management; see also









































































Maritime transport ¡ see Sea
transport
Market economy ¡ see also
Capi talism, Market
Market ¡ see also Market
economy, Marketing, Prices
Marketing ; see also Market
Marriage ¡ see also
Nuptiali ty
Marxism¡ see also Economic
theory
Medical care ¡ see also
Heal th services , Primary
heal th care
Medical economics ¡ see
Heal th economics
Medical personnel
Medical treatment ¡ see
Medi cal care
Meeting papers ¡ see
Conference papers






Metropoli tan areas ¡ see
Urban areas
Metropoli tan government ¡ see
Local governmen t
Migrant workers ¡ see also
Labour migra tion
Migration
Militarism; see also Armed
forces, War
Mining












































































Modes of production¡ see
also Capi talism, Production,
Socialism
Monetary policy ¡ see also
Cen tral banks, Credi t
policy, Monetary systems
Monetary systems ¡ see also
Monetary policy
Moni toring
Mortality¡ see also Life
tables
Moslems ¡ see Muslims
Motivation
Multilateral aid¡ see also
International organizations
Mul tinational enterprises ¡
see Transna tional
corpora ti ons
Municipal government ¡ see
Local governmen t
Muslims ¡ see also Islam
Nation-building
National accounts ¡ see also












order ¡ see also
In terna tional economic
rela tions i In terna tional
economy, North-South
rela tions
Newspapers ¡ see Periodicals
Non-alignment
Non-formal education¡ see
also Educa tional systems
Non-governmental organizations
NORAD ¡ see Direktoratet for











































































Nuptiali ty ¡ see also
Marriage
Observation
Occupational training ¡ see
Voca tional training
Occupations ¡ see also
Voca tional training
OECD ¡ see Organ i sa tion for
Economi c Coopera tion and
Development















Peasant movements ¡ see also
Farmers , Peasan t
organiza tions


























































































Policy making ; see also
Government policy
Political behaviour ¡ see
also Poli tical participation
Political development ¡ see
al so Pol i ti cal sys tems,
Poli tics
Poli tical economy ¡ see
Economi es
Poli tical ideologiesPoli tical integration
Poli tical leadership ¡ see
also Eli te, Poli ticians
Poli tical movements
Political participation¡ see
also Poli tical behaviour,
Pol i ti cians, Social
parti cipa tion
Political parties ¡ see also
Poli ticians
Political power ¡ see also
Bureaucracy
Political science
Poli tical systems ¡ see also
Poli tical development
Poli tical theory
Poli ticians; see also
Pol i ti cal L eadership,
Poli tical participation,
Poli tical parties, Poli tics














Population growth¡ see also
Popula tion
Population increase ¡ see
Popula tion growth


















































































Population predictions ¡ see
Popula tion forecasts
Population statistics ¡ see
Demographic statistics
Population structure¡ see




census es, Popula tion
composi tion, Population
growth, Popula tion policy
Postmodernism




Power demand ; see Energy
demand
Preferential Trade Area for
Eastern and Southern African
States
Pressure groups ; see
Interest groups
Price policy ¡ see also
Incomes policy, Prices
Prices ¡ see also Market,
Price policy
Primary education
Primary heal th care ¡ see
al so Medi cal care
Primary products ¡ see
Commodi ti es
Primary sector
Private aidPrivate enterprises ; see
also Private sector
Private investments
Private sector ¡ see also
Private enterprises
Product differentiation
Production functions ¡ see
also Input-output analysis,
Production




also Aid evaluation, Cost-
benefi t analysis

























































































PTA¡ see Preferential Trade









Public participation¡ seeSocial participa tion
Public revenues
Public services





Raw materials ¡ see also
Na tural resources
RDF, Kenya ¡ see Rural
Development Fund, Kenya
Recruitment ¡ see also
Employment opportuni ties
Redd Barna
Refugees ¡ see also Forced
migration, Resettlement
Regional cooperation
Regional development ¡ see
also Regional economy




Religion¡ see also Religious
minori ties









































































Research methods ¡ see also
Methodology, Research
Research needs ¡ see also
Research, Research resul ts
Research policy; see also
Research
Research programrnes ; see
also Research
Research proj ects ¡ see also
Research
Research reports ¡ see also
Research
Research results ¡ see also
Research, Research needs




Research proj ects, Research
reports, Research resul ts







Risk¡ see also Uncertainty
Rituals
River transport
Rivers ¡ see also Canals
Rokkan, Stein
Rural areas ¡ see also Rural
development, Rural
el ectrifica tion, Rural
empl oymen t, Rural indus try
Rural Development Fund, Kenya
Rural development ¡ see also
Rural areas
Rural electrification¡ see
al so Rural areas

















































































































Rural industry ¡ see also
Rural areas
SACU ¡ see Sou thern Afri can
Cus toms Uni on
SADC¡ see Southern African
Development Communi ty
SADCC¡ see Southern African
Devel opmen t Coordina ti on
Conference
SADRA¡ see Southern African
Development Research
Associa tion
Salaries i see Wages
Sales promotion ¡ see
Marketing
Sanitary facilities ¡ see
also Sani ta tionSanitation¡ see also
Sani tary facili ties







Sea transport ¡ see also Aids
to naviga tion, Ships
Secondary education¡ see
also Secondary schools
Secondary schools ¡ see also
Secondary educa tion
Sec tor analysis; see Input-
output analysis
Securi tySelf-help
Selling ¡ see Marketing
Services
Shifting cultivation
Shipping ¡ see Sea transport
Ships ¡ see also Sea
transport
Shukr i ya
SIDO ¡ see Small Industries
Devel opmen t Organ i sa ti on
Small Industries Development
Organisation
Small - scale industry











































Social conditions ¡ see also
Economic condi tions
Social conflicts
Social consequences ¡ see
Social implications
Social costs
Social democracySocial history ¡ see also
Social change, Society,
Sociology
Social implications ¡ see
also Social aspects
Social participation¡ see
also Communi ty development,Poli tical participation





Social reform¡ see also
Social change, Social policySocial research¡ see also
Social surveys, Sociology
Social sciencesSocial structure
Social surveys ¡ see also
Household surveys, Social
research, Sociology
Socialism¡ see also Modes of
production
Society; see also Socialhistory
Socio-economic aspects
Sociology ¡ see also Social
history, Social research,
Social surveys
Software ¡ see Computer
programmes
Soil conservation¡ see also
Soil erosion
Soil erosion¡ see also Soil
conserva tion
Solar energy































































































Special Public Works Programme
SPWP ¡ see Special Public
Works Programme
Stabilization policy ¡ see
Economic policy
Standards
State intervention; see also
Sta te
State¡ see also Stateintervention
Statistical analysis; see
also Statistics
Statistical data¡ see also
Sta tistics
Statistical methodology ¡ seeStatistics
Statistical services ¡ see
also Sta tistics






Subj ect indexing ¡ see
Indexing
Supply
Surveys; see also Interviews
Sustainable development ¡ see
also Development strategy
Tax policy ¡ see Fiscalpolicy
Tax reforms ; see also Tax
systems, Taxation
Tax systems ¡ see also Tax
reforms, Taxation
Taxation; see also Fiscal
policy, Tax reforms, Tax
systems



































































































Technical progress ¡ see
Technol ogi cal change
Technological change
Technological development
Technology transfer ¡ see
also Technology







Textile industry; see also
Textiles









Trade agreements ¡ see also
In terna tional trade
Trade policy ¡ see also
In terna tional trade
Trade preferences
Trade relations ¡ see Foreign
trade
Trade statistics ¡ see also
Trade
Trade structure; see also
International trade
Trade unions ¡ see also
Peasan t organiza tions
Trade; see also Trade
statisticsTradition¡ see also













































































































Training programmes ¡ see
also Curriculum, Training











Treaties i see International
agreemen ts
Tropical areas ¡ see Tropical
zone
Tropical zone
UN¡ see United Nations
Uncertainty ¡ see also Risk
UNCTAD ¡ see Uni ted Na tions
Conference on Trade and
Devel opmen t
Underdevelopment ¡ see also
Least developed countries
UNDP; see Uni ted Na tions














Urban areas ¡ see also
Urbaniza tion
Urban policy ¡ see also
Governmen t pol i cy, Local
governmen t








































































Violence ¡ see also Conflicts




War ¡ see also Mili tarism
Water management ¡ see also
Wa ter
Water resources; see also
Wa ter
Water supply ¡ see also Wa ter
Water; see also Water
mana gemen t, Wa ter resources,
Wa ter supply
Welfare economics ¡ see also
Heal th economi es, Social
pol i ey





Women ¡ see al so Women' s
rights, Women's role,
Women 's sta tus
Women' s rights¡ see also
Women
Women' s role ¡ see also
Women, Women' s sta tus
Women' s status ¡ see also
Women, Women' s rol e
World Bank
World economy ¡ see
International eeonomy
World trade; see
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